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THE STARTLED LAND 1

�I  CA ME TO JOI N T HE WOMEN

I came to a place where cotton grew out of yellow hearts 

where bitter olives were picked and cured where 

melons with green flesh grew on the top of the hill where 

etched numbers from camps were 

told and told again.

Why did you come?

they ask me, and ask again.

I couldn’t say then but 

after twenty years and more I know

I came to join the women before me.

Deborah first to judge and 

Yael first to command troops 

on the Gilboa ridge and Jezebel who 

flashed oval eyes at soldier boys and 

Michal daughter to a king who 

lost his head on that same height of land.

I came to join the women before me 

take my place, make things new 

in the valley of Jezre’el, the lord himself sowed. 
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After they drained the swamps, I came 

after Golda joined a kibbutz just down the road, after 

eucalyptus rooted into the tough earth and after 

pines and sycamore bent to the wind.

Why did you come?  

Why do you stay? 

they ask. 

I walk down the road to the Kings’ Way where 

the tillers, the farmers, carve the slim land.

The cotton is swelling again.  

I remember when I came and why.
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Each time my birthday comes

I know I was born

into a war—

bullets and trenches

and wooden legs, 

maps and mud

ghettos and gestapos.

I was fat and round

with chicken soup

and bedtime stories

while Jews ran

to their death

without shirts

or shoes. 

I N TO A WA R�
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�
Raw silk is so different from the blanket her mother 

brought from Europe to remind us her mother would say 

not to forget that other time. The mother would take 

the blanket down from the shelf, run her fingers along the edge 

fold, re-fold it, till she’d had enough. Before lifting it back

she’d rub it against her face, mumble what her daughter thought 

was a prayer, then smooth it into place. 

I will be married in raw silk the daughter vowed. 

On the day of her wedding, her friend Marla lent her a bracelet 

with small pearls, her father gave her a watch

her mother brought her threads from the folds of the blanket. 

Mamma! Can’t you forget just for today she shrieked. 

Too many have forgotten the mother said. 

You must keep this close to your heart slipping

the fibers under the bodice of her daughter’s dress. 

Like your husband crushes the glass. 

R AW SIL K IS DIFFER EN T
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Wrapped in raw silk the daughter 

walked to meet her groom.

The fibers scratched her breast. 
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She remembers when they found the chair in that special shop 

 in Zichron, 

bought the fabric with the roses, had the Russian in Afula 

 renew the stuffing,

when the basket was full of plump figs from the tree in the back. 

The walls were smudged then, crowded with amateur paintings. 

She added more till it was uneven with seashore, flowers

and a startled portrait of someone’s mother. 

She touches this plate, that basket, taking one not the other. 

The pile at the door grows. 

She pulls at her shirt, frantic to find things that are truly hers, runs 

her hand along the table she has set, served, cleared and wiped 

a thousand times for him. 

She squeezes her hands round her crystals, amethysts, 

 slices of quartz. 

I’ll leave them for a while

they should stay here, remind him that I was

that they are mine. 

�I  SHOU L D H AV E GON E TO CHI NA
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From the shelf over the stove, she takes a pot and a square pan 

 shaped for making dutch pancakes. 

That stool from India, Shula brought it for me—she slides it 

 under the chair with the velvet roses. 

The knife I use for mangoes: she opens one drawer after another 

till she finds it with the wooden spoons and cake servers. 

You are like your mother he snarls, 

she hisses: God save us from being like your parents. 

�
Two rooms wait for her—white as linen. Nothing hanging yet

or placed in the corner for her husband to straighten, frown at. 

The neighbor’s boy takes the chair and the stool from India 

 off the truck. 

Dates roll on the open earth, the stench of new rot 

as they reach the steps of her apartment. 

I should have gone to China, taken 

the train to Vietnam, stayed over in Australia. 

Gone to the fortune-teller in New Delhi.
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One skirt didn’t skim the knee and a dress, although black and

solemn, had a bodice that went too low. A favorite blouse was too 

cheerful but finally a black top went into a skirt that was straight to 

the ankles and a jacket covered it, since it had no sleeves. For your 

head my daughter shouted and grabbed a linen napkin 

out of the basket that held dinner buns the night before. You can’t 

be without it. Flicking crumbs away, my daughter folded the black 

square into my purse. They’ll know I’m a fake moaned my husband. 

Don’t have one of those undershirts with fringes dangling. 

We stared as my skirt, long to the ankle suddenly parted to show a 

leg tanned with the valley sun, how summer touches the body in our 

part of the world. My God was the chorus from husband and daugh-

ter as I pulled my legs and skirt together. They’ll know we’re fakes my 

husband repeated and turned 

the car in the direction of Jerusalem. With a dark circle on his head he 

smiled at the Father of the Bar Mitzvah boy whose fringes responded 

to the Jerusalem evening and I bent toward the boy’s mother, collid-

ing with her wide hard hat. My husband did not join the dancing 

men who flung themselves into a sweated march with 

�FROM T HE VA L L EY
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bearded musicians yelping Shoilem, Toirah and Rebbe oi Rebbe. The 

women celebrated their joy between tables near the crowded buffet 

while the men raised the Bar Mitzvah boy high on a plastic chair and 

praised the Lord they feared. The child’s tie and payot shook and my 

husband, a dentist, who 

wouldn’t join the men said kindly the child needs an orthodontist. A 

woman in a dress the color of my husband’s army uniform pulled me 

to her, tried to grab my right hand and twist me into rhythms left, 

then right then two in and back

not the hora I knew so well but I never let go of my skirt, never let 

them know I’d brought shades of summer from the valley far from 

the hills of Jerusalem. 
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�
In Acre, by the sea, Yusuf makes it coarse with cracked kernels 

crispy as pecans. A man called Kobi serves it to me smooth 

 as velvet in the 

last row of the Tiberias souk. On the highway, near the number 80  

 Army Camp 

they fill the center with tehini, lace it with olive oil. 

 The Ahmed brothers

in Afula, run a place with a kosher stamp; a Rabbi sits at a table 

near the kitchen inspecting what goes in and out. The brothers pile  

 whole buds in the center

add bits of parsley big enough so I recognize the shape of the leaf.  

 Just past 

the memorial to fallen fighters, at the Golani junction 

I ask for hot fava beans to fill the middle, paprika sprinkled over 

 till the surface 

glows. On Yermiyahu in Tel Aviv, my serving arrives ashkarah style 

with a full radish, stalk of green onion, an egg boiled brown. 

No matter the recipe or the service, humus is to be wiped. 

CEL EBR ATI NG HUMUS
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I tear pita quickly

twist into the taupe mass, reach for cracked Syrian olives 

and diced salads till the table swoons in peppery sharpness 

till my celebration ends. 
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�
In an Arab village far to the north where you can see the raging

Hatzbani River and smell mountain air, my friend Elana, on her 

knees, unlaced her father’s shoes, pulled off socks stiff with sweat 

and placed the old man’s feet on a stool facing Habib who is a surgi-

cal nurse by day and za’atar grower the rest of the time. 

Habib grinds the leaves into pungent mixtures and distills oil he 

promises will give the old man legs that will do what you want them 

to do. Habib’s wife brings him a small brown flask and he pours 

drops of oil over his hands—first the left then the right—bends over 

the old man’s feet and tells about a visitor 

just the day before whose right hand was so mangled he couldn’t 

stroke his daughter’s face. Habib tells how he wiped the visitor’s 

gnarled fist with the oil twelve times in all and how the limb loos-

ened until it stretched out as wide as pita bread. A miracle, the daugh-

ter said and Habib nodded wisely. 

MIR ACL ES I N T HE VA L L EY
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The old man commanded: Bring me back legs that will do what I want 

them to do. Za’atar fumes rose as the old man tried to let the miracle 

happen. Minutes went by as the Arab worked into the old man’s feet. 

Then he placed his full hands on—joining the warmth of the oil 

with his own. 

When he was done the old man opened his eyes and his daughter 

rolled the socks back over her father’s feet and laced up the shoes. 

The old man pulled himself out of the chair, one foot after the other. 

Well? Urged Habib and the daughter in one voice. These feet still seem 

heavy as death the old man said as if to himself. 

Habib’s wife served steaming pita bread oiled with za’atar leaves 

then poured sweet anise tea into small cups saying: this is a cure from 

within. The old man and his daughter left the mountain air and 

made their way home down to the Valley of Jezre’el. 

I never believed in waiting for miracles the old man said to his daugh-

ter as they drove into the kibbutz. We did it for ourselves, my kibbutz 

is my miracle. My old feet can’t be fixed by that man no matter how pure 

his za’atar.
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�
Jenin is just down the road from where I live. We’re closed in, 

separated. There are plans to fence all of Israel, mark off danger but 

it’s still unsafe! Not like the prairies. 

I want to know what controlled the flat, constant land where I was 

born. The spread is as long as a journey, it spans the belly of that 

country. A brooding place, the prairies, not limited by mountains or 

forests, only shredded by a river now and then, or rounded by a lake. 

The weather hangs low there, uneasy. 

You could feel safe in that level place—in that blunt sameness. 

Practical and open. Slow and wide. No barriers to splash against, no 

return of echoes, no recourse—sounds continue out to the Rockies or 

to the Laurentians the other way. A person has to be more alert in the 

prairies, must know her own truth. 

The summer sun is brassy and dangling there. Leaves a wide heat 

that stripes the land, pressures seedlings. It’s a rare land, scorched 

through summer, then high and angry through winter. Surviving 

prairie seasons is surviving something drastic. Mighty storms, then 

spacious heat again. Whatever the season, there is reliable order in 

this place. 

YOU COU L D FEEL SA FE T HER E
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Once spring entangles from the appetite of winter, it carves new 

blocks of green, edges them right angled to fit. Seems an essential 

routine, promising crops the color of shells, shades of fresh pearls. 

To live there you have to respect the essence of flat, feel safe when 

it’s dry. 

Tractors scratch ruts, plan crusty crops, then harvest away the stalks. 

The land is scrubbed. The sun finally thins when autumn comes. 

The ground goes aimless after the combines, vibrates from the blades, 

crushed by the wheels. What’s left are stubs unruly, unrefined. Dust 

jumps from the rubble. As if grieving, the ground goes strict

takes on the color of ash. The winds return. Shadows trace the 

farmer’s tracks. The prairie has ceded its purpose. Smells like musty 

wool, is folded, flattened. The drama’s over, just ragged splinters. The 

land seems frightened. Only memories of the green dawn that lowered 

over seedlings, images of the earth flexing till the crust cracked. 

This is ambitious land. I want to see the formal neatness one more 

time, know the passion that makes a farmer return each season. See 

crops take place, how the harvest swallows it all, yet I can’t stand to 

watch things wear down, turn bare. 

I want to get a sense of things. Compare places. 

Understand how one country stretches on forever

while another struggles to maintain where it is.
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�JEN I N A N D TU R K ISH DELIGHT

Standing in the fields I kept my back to Jenin. 

I don’t even know how far it is, afraid to see 

the shape of it, where twelve kilometers 

really is. Afraid to see where the old cars 

with keffiya’d drivers and women in white scarves 

come from. 

Afula—the shops, the souk, the signs—I know when to 

bargain and where to get fresh pita bread. 

But it’s not always that way there. 

Once an old green car 

drove in from the other way

right up to the bus stop where 

four buses every day pick up 

high school kids from two schools. 

The green car stayed till the kids got on

took their seats

then it and the buses 

exploded 

hurling blood and bodies as far as 

the fruit stand on the corner. 
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On the news they said the driver was from Jenin, 

really the best place for Turkish Delight 

says Georgette who has a stand in the souk

in Afula, sews frayed seams for me 

and replaces split zippers. I used to get fabric in Jenin, 

blankets and fresh meat Georgette tells me, 

but that was before ‘73. 

Good things there, cheap. The Turkish Delight there is 

even better than Morocco, says Georgette 

but I still stand with my back to Jenin 

even though the Afula souk 

doesn’t have Turkish Delight 

only open boxes of dry cookies 

and lemon candies that come 

without wrapping.
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�BA P TISM DOESN’T H A PPEN 
W HEN YOU’R E A FR A ID

Last week at the lake as I changed into my bathing suit, 

sounds came from the bushes by the side. Big, brown men 

rose out of the water to catch trembling women who fall 

back against their bodies, then were led up steps 

to others who wrapped them in heavy arms 

and wide towels. 

Praise and Glory they sang, swaying in prayer. 

We’re from Honolulu said a man whose skin was browner 

than mine ever gets in the solid heat of summer. 

We are here to praise the Lord, tell him of our love. 

This is God’s land, this place is Holy. 

God-Bless sister he hummed and raised a hand so wide 

I wanted to reach up to it but moved, instead

into the cold water.

The psalms followed me back and forth as I piled 

one length over the other. Each time I raised my head 

Praise and Heaven came over me. Each time 

I finished a length, I heard— There is a God. 

The fat, bronzed folks from Honolulu brought the spirit 

of another place with them. 
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Don’t think we’ll come again said the big man. 

Your music is wonderful to swim to I said. 

Israel’s too dangerous he said and shook his head. 

My third visit now. I’m afraid it’s the last. 

For some this is their first time and they’re scared. 

Baptism doesn’t work when you’re afraid. 

You’ve got to be open for the Lord, 

joyful in your heart. 

Voices rose round me in glory of God’s children. The big man 

picked up a drum as the last of the sisters stepped out 

of the water, bellowed May the Lord protect his flock! 

The people of Honolulu are afraid of 

what we live with every day.
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�
The house faced east. The architect intended fresh light,

the first stream of morning. He placed wide windows 

in the kitchen wall, was sure facing east would bring her 

the spirit of Jerusalem, David’s wisdom. 

For her, east was keffiya’d men at road blocks unloading 

chairs and carpets with plump women who squatted, 

staring at their feet, till officials ordered them on—

their green and white license plates eventually fading 

in the dust. 

She heard the muezzin from the village of Sandalah, just 

past the hill whining first prayers, watched Jenin, further east 

over the green line, fill the horizon with new homes and

brooding intentions. 

E AST
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